SUNDAY - Sept 5 - 26

My dear Family:

I am sure you would all

enjoy and perhaps be a little
demanded for me, if you knew

the bond put it down for

announcements were sometimes

today I walked until 5 o'clock

in my morn & then went on a

walk in the pride of the

days in the fashionable cafe


galleria. The streets are very wide.

like - 2 lunch no city - 1st

were very as a while - 2 most

of the buildings have galleries in

front. I feel you care well for

rules under above - The cafes

are on the street 2 no lie fallig
I saved the day we all
cherish. I saw
R-Ti-T in Rome in
autum day — all the more so
since Sept.

There was been a great relief
in the weather — last Thursday
in Genoa was the first day
during 2 is seen since Sept.
America. It is a blessing for
complete was going until about
2 choff meal and
I dir seen the big real-auto-
mobile nulc thee then thee thee
with artificial self rules in
the mind? Tomorow morning?
Go 2 3 o clock on an all
day more hit into the mountains
in the two steps made while
walk-electricity-fu juice. I slept
up a little after 7 if to get back
in line I glad to see blue on
my mail has been pray please
since I left Florence. The last